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Green Light
Light Collab breathes new life to

Singapore’s Parkroyal Collection Marina Bay 
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Three Principles for 
Healthy Living with 
Light and Lighting
Amidst the growing 
awareness of the 
importance of light 
and darkness for 
human health, Asst. 
Prof. Dr. Karolina 
Zielinska-Dabkowska 
and Dr. Ruth Kelly 
Waskett offer some 
key advice on how the 
lighting industry can 
respond.

he lockdown measures applied to cities 
and towns during the worldwide Covid-19 
pandemic have had a widespread impact on 
people’s lives. Some have found themselves 
confined to their homes, with limited social 
contact and a reduced quality of life. Others 
have found that the lockdown improved their 

wellbeing, as more time was spent outside, instead of commuting 
and working in an office building, plus the benefits of spending 
increased quality time with loved ones.
The pandemic raised public consciousness about the need to take 
control of our own wellbeing and health: in particular, to take greater 
care of immunity. There was also concern about the consequences 
of extended time spent in indoor spaces, which can create mental 
fatigue that can manifest itself in a number of ways, including 
reduced productivity, lack of concentration and in some cases, 
depression. Many people soon realised the simple things in life that 
had previously been taken for granted, such as access to daylight and 
contact with nature, play a vital role in mental health and wellbeing. 
Research in the past two decades has led us to a key moment, where 
we have a growing body of knowledge about (a) how important 
daylight exposure is for human health and (b) how damaging electric 
light exposure at night can be to humans and ecology. It’s now time 
to put this together and return to the bright day and dark night cycle 
that evolution engraved in us. 
In the developed world, it is recognised that sleep problems 
connected to increased light exposure at night are associated with 
exacerbating existing illnesses and many prevalent diseases. Of great 
concern is the fact that poor and insufficient sleep has increased 
significantly in children and adults. Technology, diet and low activity 
levels are undoubtedly to blame for this, but light is the thread that 
runs through all of them. During the daytime, not enough time spent 
outside results in not just low activity levels but also greatly reduced 
light exposure. At night, interaction with indoor lighting and digital 
technology leads to an excess of sensory stimuli and light exposure, 
leading to excess cognitive activity and disrupted hormonal balance 
before bed.
By and large, people have control over the lighting in their own 
homes, so it makes sense for lighting professionals to help them 
make their home lighting environment healthier. The three 
principles of Healthy Living with Light and Lighting, as introduced 
here, should support this quest.

What Next?
Lighting practitioners, manufacturers and researchers have an 
obligation to focus on how to facilitate the recommendations outlined 
here. We also have a responsibility to help people make healthier 
choices with light, in the same way that the food industry has a 
responsibility to help people make healthier choices with food. After 
many years of campaigning and government policy development, 
food products must now be labelled with calorie content and 
nutritional information. Armed with the scientific evidence and 
knowledge we now have about the impact of light upon human 
health, it seems logical that lighting products should also provide 
helpful guidance for consumers. In addition to lumen output, this 
should include spectral information (SPD), as well as colour rendering 
index (CRI), correlated colour temperature (CCT) and flicker metrics. 
Finally, the right to access daylight, coupled with the promotion of 
healthier light sources in the evening, needs to be implemented into 
government policies.

Asst. Prof. Dr. Karolina Zielinska-
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Bright light
•  During the day, try to get exposure to daylight on your face/eyes before 10am, without wearing sunglasses or a 
hat, to activate your biological clock. This could be achieved by walking outside for a minimum of 30 minutes. Keep 
in mind that exposure to daylight in the morning will have a direct impact on your quality of sleep at night. 
•  Short-sightedness (myopia) has been linked with a lack of exposure to daylight and time spent outdoors. 
Exposure to outdoor daylight can also reduce the symptoms of Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD).
•  As low vitamin D status can be associated with an increased risk of Covid-19 infection, from late spring to early 
autumn, try to gradually increase your skin exposure to direct sunlight for 5-10 minutes each day to produce 
vitamin D. Note that at high latitudes in winter, it is not possible to produce vitamin D from sun exposure, 
therefore supplementation with vitamin D3 is necessary.
•  In indoor spaces, try to rely on daylight as much as possible, and position your desk next to the window, 
preferably with a view out, especially when you have to work long hours. If daylight is unavailable, use electric 
lighting that provides a continuous spectrum of light with a high blue wavelength content, to mimic aspects of the 
spectral composition of daylight. 

Three Principles of Healthy Living with Light and Lighting

Day

Evening
Less Light
•  During the evening at home, use lighting with a warm colour appearance at night and a Correlated Colour 
Temperature (CCT) below 3000K. Allow for a mixture of ambient and focal lighting, ideally with a continuous light 
spectrum and very little to zero blue wavelengths of light. Use dimming to lower light levels and create a relaxing 
atmosphere.
•  Use LED light sources with continuous light spectrum, rather than compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs).
•  Blue light from electronic devices can supress the production of melatonin and adversely impact your sleep. 
This is particularly important in children, for whom sleep disturbances can severely impair and reduce the 
production of growth hormone, and hinder memory function. It is the interaction with technology, however, that 
matters most. Avoid using mobile devices such as mobile phones or tablets for two hours before bedtime. If 
available, features such as “night shift”, which reduce the blue energy content of the light emitted from a device 
screen, can be used. Such features, however, do not completely reduce the blue wavelengths of light, so will not 
completely mitigate the impact of such devices.

Night
No Light
•  Sleep should take place in complete darkness, preferably with no electric lighting. If any light trespass from 
street lighting is present in the bedroom, use blackout curtains or window shutters, or wear an eye mask to 
minimise it.
•  The National Sleep Foundation (NSF) recommends that the best time for getting ready for bed is between 8pm 
to 12am. The hours of sleep before midnight have been shown to benefit organ function.
•  If you need to use the bathroom during the night, use yellow, amber or even a red coloured light source with 
zero blue wavelengths of light in the spectrum, and ensure the light source emits diffused, low levels of light.
•  Try to get at least seven hours of undisturbed sleep. REM sleep phases last around 90 minutes, meaning four 
full sleep phases. Good quality sleep is particularly vital during illness, because the regeneration and repair of cells 
occurs during sleep. Sleep also boosts the body’s metabolic rate to facilitate weight loss, and several studies have 
linked exposure to artificial light at night to weight gain and obesity. 
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